
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 Days Istanbul Tour 
Istanbul Tour Package price: ……………USD (Per person based on twin sharing) 

  
Istanbul is the heart of Turkey. The only city in the world that is located on the continent of 
Asia & Europe both. It is also the center of many civilizations that is why it is regarded as the 
capital of the world. From delicious foods to ancient architecture, wonderful sightseeing 
places to the historical monuments, every street of Istanbul is worth visiting. As per the 
travelers who have visited Turkey "One life is not enough to explore Istanbul".  
 
Tour Package for Istanbul (06 Days): 
 

Day 1: Airport Pick up and Hotel Check-in 

Your flight  will reach Istanbul airport. Our driver will meet and  will drop you at the hotel. 
After check-in, you can relax and later take a walk in the neighborhood. 

Day 2: Princess Island Tour 

After breakfast, we will pick you up from the hotel to visit the beautiful Islands close to 
Istanbul. Today you will sail on the Marmara sea and will visit the Islands. Lunch will be 
served at Buyuk Ada.   

Day 3: Free Day 

Today you don't have any tour but we recommend you to visit the old city. Places that you 
should visit are Haghia Sophia, Blue Mosque, Topkapi Palace, and Grand Bazaar. . 

Day 4: Bosphorus Night Cruise Dinner 

In the morning you can visit Taksim Square, Istiklal Street, and Galata Tower on your own . 
At around 07:00 pm we will pick you up to take to the cruise so that you can enjoy the 
entertainment activities.Shows, Heena ceremony and much more. Sailing on the Bosphorus 
at night will surely make you fall in love with Istanbul. Turkish food will be served in buffet 
dinner.  

Day 5: Bursa and Uludag Mountain Tour 

After breakfast, we will pick you up around 08:00 in the morning. This day we will be taking 
you to visit another city which is Bursa. It was the capital of the Ottoman Empire and have 
many amazing places to visit. The tour includes lunch and chairlift to the Uludag mountain 
which is one of the highest places in Turkey.  

Day 6: Hotel check-out and Airport Transfer 

We believe that you have enjoyed your time in Istanbul and ready to go back to home. Our 
driver will pick you up around 4 hours before the flight and will drop you at the airport. 

6 Days Istanbul Tour Package Includes: 

 5 nights stay in 4* Hotels 
 Private Airport Transfers 
 Princess Island Tour SIC based 



 Bursa day tour SIC based 
 Cruise Night Dinner Istanbul SIC based 

Not Included: 

 Visa 
 Flight Tickets 
 Any kind of Insurance 
 Extras 

 



 

Honeymoon package 4 nights and 5 days 

This Package is for 2 persons.  

DAY 1: Istanbul Arrival and Bosporus cruise night dinner 

(Bosporus Dinner Cruise with Show Included) 
Arrive in Istanbul NEW Airport you will meet with our airport transfer representative holding a 
board with code outside the luggage claim area at the airport, transfer to hotel by a private 
vehicle for check-in & rest. (Early check-in upon availability) The remainder of the day at your 
leisure. 
At 7:30 pm our representative will be waiting for you at the hotel lobby and transfer to local pier to 
a cruise for dinner & dance show on the Bosporus 

 
Menu: Traditional Turkish Starters Plate (10 Different cold starters), Seasonal salad, Main Dish 
(served with rice and garnitures), Grilled Fish or Grilled Chicken or Meatballs, Dessert & Fresh 
Fruits, Unlimited soft drinks. At the end of the night transfer back to your hotel. Overnight at the 
hotel in Istanbul.   

Day 2: Full Day Istanbul Historical City Tour: Byzantine & Ottoman Empire (with lunch) 
(Buffet Breakfast) 
During our Istanbul Historical Tour, we will visit all the sightseeing in Istanbul and will have a 
lunch break. Lunch and all entrance fees are included! 
 
Hippodrome: The Hippodrome square was a place for a horse-racing track, court ceremonies, 
as well as coronations, parades. It was a center of Byzantine’s social life for many centuries. 
Hagia Sofia: It is one of the most famous places to visit in Istanbul. Hagia Sofia is a great and 
monumental building which is surrounded by four slender minarets. Being the Cathedral of St. 
Sophia for 1500 years, it amazes with its architecture, magnificent mosaics and aura of the place 
of power. You can find symbols of Christianity on its walls that coexist with Arabic script. They 
are not mingling, but mutually complementing each other. You can find only a few similar ancient 
buildings in the whole world that have preserved their architecture and luxurious decoration, 
despite the complexity of their history and fate. 
Blue Mosque: We will visit The Blue Mosque also known as Sultanahmet or Sultan Ahmed 
Mosque. It is called the Blue Mosque thanks to beautiful special blue tiles on the walls which 
were produced on the order Sultan Ahmed I. You will be amazed by the magnificence and 
majesty of this mosque. 
Grand Bazaar: It is one of the largest and oldest markets in the world which originates in the 
Ottoman Empire. An oriental tale can’t exist without a real bazaar filled with bright colorful goods, 
laughter, noise, aromas of oriental spices. You will experience unforgettable emotions! Famous 
Grand Bazaar is a real eastern market, it represents a huge area which is spread out over 
several blocks of the city, having ancient arches, roofs, etc. The building of the market dates 
back to 1461. Grand Bazaar has 61 streets, more than 4400 shops, around 2195 studios, 
currency exchange offices, several cafes, 18 fountains, and 12 mosques. You can also find a 
school and even one bath there. 
Lunch Break: We will have a delicious lunch break in Buhara Restaurant. 
The menu includes: 
- Soup; 
- Salad; 
- Chicken or lamb kebap with rice (There is also a vegetarian main course); 
- Dessert; 
- Water and soft drink. 
Topkapi Palace:  You will see the residence of the greatest Ottoman Sultans - The Topkapi 
Palace. It was built in 1479, by order of Sultan Mehmed, and until the mid-19th century, it had 
been the main residence of the Ottoman Padishahs. Today Topkapi Palace is one of the richest 



museums in the world and one of Istanbul’s favorite attractions. The walls of the palace keep 
many secrets and mysterious facts. Let’s explore it together! 
Little Hagia Sophia Mosque: The Mosque Little Hagia Sophia (Küçuk Ayasofya Camii) was 
founded as a result of the transformation of the Saints Sergius and Bacchus Church. It is located 
not far from the Kennedy Embankment, in the historic district of Sultanahmet. It is undeservedly 
unknown among tourists. Its interior and decorative elements are amazing. Colonnades, capitals, 
ornaments create a great example of graceful architecture. 
Includes: Transfer from the hotel, Entrance fees, Professional English-speaking tour guide, lunch 
At the end of your tour, back to your hotel. Dinner on your own. Overnight at the hotel in 
Istanbul.  
Day 3: Princes’ Islands Tour 
 (Breakfast & Lunch included) 
Today will be spent on Istanbul’s Princes' Islands, favorite by locals to escape Istanbul's stressful 
city life and feel a different atmosphere. Upon arrival to the island, you will see lavish Ottoman 
mansions and other beautiful Victorian summer villas. A carriage is the only transport as the 
motor vehicles are strictly prohibited. Afterward, enjoy a delicious lunch in a cozy seaside fish 
restaurant. Return by ferry and drop off to your hotel. 
  
Day 4: Bursa and Uludag Mountain Tour with Chair Lift 
 (Breakfast & Lunch included) 

During the Bursa And Uludag Mountain Tour with English speaking driver there will be 
experiences of Green Tombs (Yesil Türbe), Olympos Mountain (Uludag), 600 years old Pine 
Tree, Cable car of Uludag Bursa (Teleferik), using the car ferry and experience of the seaway 
from Istanbul to Yalova and driving way sightseeing from Yalova to Bursa and bus sightseeing on 
the way of Bursa from Yalova. 
 
DAY 5: Istanbul – Departure 
(Breakfast) 
After your breakfast & check-out (12:00 pm) free time until your departure. Then proceed to 
Istanbul NEW Airport for your international departure flight. END OF OUR SERVICES… 
  
  
OUR PACKAGE RATE INCLUDES 
•            1 Arrival private transfer from Istanbul NEW Airport to the hotel on Day 1. 
•            A/C Luxury vehicles used; Vito 
•            4 Nights’ accommodation at the hotel in Istanbul on a BB basis. 
•            Daily buffet breakfast at the selected hotel. (Not included on arrival day) 
•            Bosporus dinner cruise & shows in Istanbul on Day 1. (Combined Transfers included) 
•            1 Full-day regular private guided tour in Public transport (ferry, Bus, Tram and Subway) 
•            1 Full-day regular (SIC) princess island tour in Istanbul on Day 3 with lunch. 
•            1 Full-day regular (SIC) Bursa and Uludag Mountain Tour 
•            1 Departure private transfer from the hotel to Istanbul NEW Airport on Day 5. 
•            All meals as stated above. 
•            Licensed professional local guides in the English language. 
•            Entrance fees to all museums, parks, and historic sites as marked on the itinerary. 
  
OUR PACKAGE RATE EXCLUDES 
•            Any flight tickets 
•            Any visa fees 
•            Gratuities to the Restaurants, Guide & Driver & Restaurants 
•            At the discretion of the guests. 
•            Personal expenses of the guests 
•            Drinks are extra 

 



 
CABLE CAR & BOSPHORUS ON BOAT  

Half Day Afternoon Tour 
 
 

BOAT TRIP ON THE BOSPHORUS An amazing cruise between the two contients, EUROPE 
and ASIA, along the Bosphorus by the Dolmabahçe and Beylerbeyi Palaces, wooden villas and 
mansions up to the Rumeli Fortress. 
 

THE RUMELI FORTRESS (FROM THE SEA - NO INTERIOR VISIT) İstanbul had been 
besieged many times before Mehmet the Conqueror took the city in 1453,but it managed to defend 
itself with the help of the Roman city walls. 
 

THE LEANDER’S TOWER (FROM THE SEA) (NO INTERIOR VISIT) This is a small and 
attractive tower built on an islet at the entrance to the Bosphorus. It is one of the symbols of 
İstanbul. Used in the past as a watchtower and a lighthouse, it has been preserved in its 19th 
Century appearance. 
 

CABLE CAR & PIERRE LOTI HILL was named after the Famous French writer you will enjoy 
magnificent scenery of Golden Horn and the city. 
 

CITY WALLS The first breach of the walls was by the Fourth Crusade in 1204, the second by the 
cannons and troops of Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror in 1453. 
 

RIDE ALONG GOLDEN HORN As natural and extremely secure harbor, the Golden Horn has 
played an important role in the development of İstanbul. The inlet separates the Europen shore into 
two. It is approximately 8 km long and the widest part is the entrance from the Bosphorus.Two 
streams drain into this inlet at its far end. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Due to technical issues if cable car doesn’t operate Alin Daca Tour can not be held 

responsible. 
 

 
DOLMABAHÇE PALACE & BEZM-İ ALEM VALİDE SULTAN MOSQUE 

Half Day Morning Tour (By Bus) 
 

This tour is finished at Taksim & Sultanahmet (No transfer to hotels) 
 

DOLMABAHÇE PALACE The Dolmabahçe Palace, a blend of various European architectural 
styles, was built between 1843 - 1856 by Karabet Balyan, the court architect of Sultan Abdulmecid. 
The three-storied palace built on a symmetrical plan has 285 rooms and 43 halls. The palace has 
survived intact with its original decorations, furniture and the silk carpets and curtains. Its surpasses 
all other palaces in the world in wealth and magnificence. (Harem is not included) 
  

BEZM-İ ALEM VALİDE SULTAN MOSQUE  The construction was originally backed by 
Bezm-i Alem Valide Sultan. After she died, Sultan Abdülmecid, her son, continued to support the 
construction of the mosque. Upon completion in 1851, it was opened for prayer. 
 
SHOPPING As Turkey is one of the best later producing countries in the world. We will watch a 
fashion-show in an outlet center which produces and manufactures different various of great quality 
leatherware. So it’s a good opportunity to have a look at the reasonable priced good quality leather 
accessories.  (Optional due to high traffic jam and long line for the Palace) 



 

 
CLOSED 

Dolmabahçe Palace on Monday  
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
This tour is not operated on Monday 

****************************************************************************** 
 

BEYLERBEYİ PALACE & TWO CONTINENTS (ASIA &EUROPE) 
 

Half Day Afternoon Tour (By Bus) 
 

SHOPPING As Turkey is one of the best leather producing countries in the world. We will watch 
a fashion-show in an outlet center which produces and manufactures different varieus of great 
quality leatherware. So it’s a good opportunity to have a look at the reasonable priced good quality 
leather accessories. (Optional due to high traffic jam and long line for the Palace) 
 

BOSPHORUS BRIDGE Unique chance to step from one continent (ASIA) to another (EUROPE) 
 

BEYLERBEYİ PALACE The summer residence of Ottoman Sultans with its original furniture 
and magnificent gardens with the HAREM on the ASIAN SIDE. 
 

ÇAMLICA HILL one of the highest point in Istanbul. At the top of it you can rest and admire the 
magnificent panorama of İstanbul and the Bosphorus from the beautiful gardens, landscape in 
traditional style, as you sip your drinks in a cafeteria. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE  
Beylerbeyi Palace closed on Monday / Replaced with Chora Museum 

 
  

BOSPHORUS  & TWO CONTINENTS  
Full Day Tour                 Lunch Included 

 
CITY WALLS The first breach of the walls was by the Fourth Crusade in 1204, the second by 
the cannons and troops of Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror in 1453. 
 
DRIVE BY BUS TO GOLDEN HORN As a natural and extremely secure harbor, the Golden 
Horn has played an important role in the development of Istanbul. The inlet separates the European 
shore into two. It is approximately 8 km long, and the widest part is the entrance from the 
Bosphorus. Two streams drain into this inlet at its far end. 
 
SPICE BAZAAR (EGYPTIAN BAZAAR) The air here is filled with the enticing aromas of 
cinnamon, caraway, saffron, mint, thyme and every other conceivable herb and spice. 
 
BOAT TRIP ON THE BOSPHORUS An amazing cruise between the two continents, EUROPE 
and ASIA, along the Bosphorus by the Dolmabahçe and Beylerbeyi Palaces, wooden villas and 
mansions up to the Rumeli Fortress. 
 
THE RUMELI FORTRESS(FROM THE SEA) (NO INTERIOR VISIT) 
İstanbul had been besieged many times before Mehmet the Conqueror took the city in 1453,but it 
managed to defend itself with the help of the Roman city walls. 



 
LUNCH (Drinks are extra) 
 
SHOPPING As Turkey is one of the best leather producing countries in the world. We will watch 
a fashion-show in an outlet center which produces and manufactures different varieus of great 
quality leatherware. So it’s a good opportunity to have a look at the reasonable priced good quality 
leather accessories. (Optional due to high traffic jam and long line for the Palace) 
 
BOSPHORUS BRIDGE Unique chance to step from one continent (ASIA) to another (EUROPE) 
 
BEYLERBEYİ PALACE The summer residence of Ottoman Sultans with its original furniture 
and magnificent gardens with the HAREM on the ASIAN SIDE. 
 
ÇAMLICA HILL one of the highest point in Istanbul. At the top of it you can rest and admire the 
magnificent panorama of  Istanbul and the Bosphorus from the beautiful gardens, landscape in 
traditional style, as you sip your drinks in a cafeteria. 
 

Also visioned during the tours 
 

ÇIRAĞAN PALACE * HOTEL KEMPINSKI*  
ORTAKÖY MOSQUE * MILITARY HIGH SCHOOL* 

BOSPHORUS BRIDGE connecting EUROPE & ASIA continents DOLAMBAHÇE PALACE 
from the sea 

 
IMPORTANT NOTICE  

Beylerbeyi Palace closed on Monday / Replaced with Chora Museum 
 

 
 

 DOLMABEHÇE PALACE & CABLE CAR & BOSPHORUS ON BOAT 
Full Day Tour                                                  Lunch Included 

 
 

DOLMABAHÇE PALACE The Dolmabahçe Palace, a blend of various European architectural 
styles, was built between 1843 - 1856 by Karabet Balyan, the court architect of Sultan Abdulmecid. 
The three –storied palace built on a symmetrical plan has 285 rooms and 43 halls. The palace has 
survived intact with its original decorations, furniture, and the silk carpets and curtains. Its 
surpasses all other palaces in the world in wealth and magnificence. (Harem is not included) 
  

BEZM-İ ALEM VALİDE SULTAN MOSQUE  The mosque's construction was originally 
backed by Bezm-i Alem Valide Sultan. After she died, Sultan Abdülmecid, her son, continued to 
support the construction of the mosque. Upon completion in 1855, it was opened for prayer services 
 

SHOPPING As Turkey is one of the best later producing countries in the world. We will watch a 
fashion-show in an outlet center which produces and manufactures different various of great quality 
leatherware. So it’s a good opportunity to have a look at the reasonable priced good quality leather 
accessories.  (Optional due to high traffic jam and long line for the Palace) 
 

LUNCH (Drinks are extra) 
 



BOAT TRIP ON THE BOSPHORUS An amazing cruise between the two contients, EUROPE 
and ASIA, along the Bosphorus by the Dolmabahçe and Beylerbeyi Palaces, wooden villas and 
mansions up to the Rumeli Fortress. 
 

THE RUMELI FORTRESS (FROM THE SEA - NO INTERIOR VISIT) İstanbul had been 
besieged many times before Mehmet the Conqueror took the city in 1453,but it managed to defend 
itself with the help of the Roman city walls. 
 

THE LEANDER’S TOWER (FROM THE SEA - NO INTERIOR VISIT) This is a small and 
attractive tower built on an islet at the entrance to the Bosphorus. It is one of the symbols of 
İstanbul. Used in the past as a watchtower and a lighthouse, it has been preserved in its 19th 
Century appearance. 
 

CABLE CAR & PIERRE LOTI HILL was named after the Famous French writer you will enjoy 
magnificent scenery of Golden Horn and the city. 
 

CITY WALLS The first breach of the walls was by the Fourth Crusade in 1204, the second by the 
cannons and troops of Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror in 1453. 
 

DRIVE BY BUS TO GOLDEN HORN As natural and extremely secure harbor, the Golden Horn 
has played an important role in the development of İstanbul. The inlet separates the Europen shore 
into two. It is approximately 8km long and the widest part is the entrance from the Bosphorus.Two 
streams drain into this inlet at its far end. 
 

 
CLOSED 

Dolmabahçe Palace on Monday  
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
This tour is not operated on Monday 

 
******************************************************************************** 

 
PRİNCES'  ISLANDS 

HEYBELİADA & BÜYÜKADA 
Full Day Tour                                      Lunch Included 

We will start our tour by picking you up from the hotels according to the locations. After we pick 
up everyone in the group, you will take the boat to the Prince’s Islands. The boat ride takes about 1 
hour to the first island which is called Heybeliada in Turkish ( Χάλκη/Halki in Greek). On the first 
island you will have a horse carriage ride and then chance to take some photos with the nice view of 
the islands and the Sea of Marmara. After that you will take another boat to the biggest of the 
Prince’s Islands which is called Buyukada in Turkish (Πρίγκηπος/Prinkipos in Greek). When you 
reach to Buyukada, the guide will give you information about the Prince’s Islands and then you will 
go to the restaurant for lunch. And after the lunch you will have free time on the island. After the 
free time you will meet with the guide at the meeting point and turn back to Istanbul. And finally 
when you return back to Istanbul, we will take you back to your hotels. 

****************************************************************************** 
 

GREEN BURSA 
Full Day Tour             Lunch Included 

Green Bursa trip  
Uludağ mountain: the most advanced,  most popular winter sports and most popular mountain of 
Turkey 



Ferry trip : it takes 40 min to across İzmit gulf   
Chair lift : climbing to mountain by bus and chair lift at the peak of the mountain (2543m.)  
Old tree : more than 600 years old plane tree. Break for taking picture /selfie  
Green social complex (mosque , silk market , green mosaleum,) ottoman house  
Lunch : restaurant is located at the skirt of the mountain  (800m) with delicious mixed grilled  
Shopping : Bursa is known with one of the largest manufacturing sector of Turkey so for that 
reason you may have opportunities to get things from manufacturing places Turkish delight 
manufacturing, Honey manufacturing, Jam preserved manufacturing  
Silk market (600 years old Antique Turkish bath )  
 

*************************************************************************  
SAPANCA & MAŞUKİYE TOUR 

Full Day Tour                     Lunch Included 
Sapanca Maşukiye Mahmudiye are the places which going to be visited. 
Sapanca is known close to Istanbul and known its magnificent nature.  
Sapanca  lake is one of the most famous lake of Turkey 
Maşukiye : the region is famous with incredible nature and river  
Maşukiye name comes from love (comes from Arabic language ) one of the most preferred places 
for honeymoon and the nature lover besides there are activities can be done  
Mahmudiye is the place which  are going to be visited for  lunch close by the waterfalls with its 
incredible nature . 
Shopping: We visit manufacturing of Turkish delight , organic house ,(manufacturing of honey )  
Mall of symbol (in Kocaeli /izmit )  
İmportant notices !  
Kartepe (snowhill ) is going to be  visited only  during the winter season.Activities such as Atv's 
zipline does not belong to agency The responsibility for the services such as atv, zipline does not 
belong to agency .This tour can end around 22:00 23:00 (according to traffic jam, weather 
conditions) Agency and tour guide has right to change the program according to weather and traffic 
jam conditions 

 
DINNER CRUISE ON THE BOSPHORUS 

(BOSPHORUS BY NIGHT) 
Dinner & Wine Included 

 
            Tours offers a luxurious dinner cruise night out in Istanbul . Enjoy delicious gourmet foods while 
you dance with the panaromic view of the Bosphorus that separates the two continents Europe and Asia. 
         Enjoy as you cruise The Bosphorus and see historical places like Dolmabahce Palace, Bosphorus 
Bridge, Ortakoy, Rumeli Fortress , Fatih Bridge, Beylerbeyi Palace, Maiden’s Tower and also Istanbuls 
very famous night clubs as you wine and dine the night away. No other Istanbul experience can match this 
unique combination of romantic ambiance. We combine fresh food with unparalleled views of Istanbul and 
live entertainment to create Istanbul‘s leading Bosphorus Dinner Cruise. 
         After the dinner you can enjoy the entertaining music provided by professional DJ and 
traditional show programs or simply relax with a drink and enjoy the view. 

 
 


